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Spatial heterogeneity in the
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Abstract | Hepatocytes operate in highly structured repeating anatomical units termed liver
lobules. Blood flow along the lobule radial axis creates gradients of oxygen, nutrients and
hormones, which, together with morphogenetic fields, give rise to a highly variable
microenvironment. In line with this spatial variability, key liver functions are expressed
non-uniformly across the lobules, a phenomenon termed zonation. Technologies based on
single-cell transcriptomics have constructed a global spatial map of hepatocyte gene expression
in mice revealing that ~50% of hepatocyte genes are expressed in a zonated manner. This broad
spatial heterogeneity suggests that hepatocytes in different lobule zones might have not only
different gene expression profiles but also distinct epigenetic features, regenerative capacities,
susceptibilities to damage and other functional aspects. Here, we present genomic approaches
for studying liver zonation, describe the principles of liver zonation and discuss the intrinsic and
extrinsic factors that dictate zonation patterns. We also explore the challenges and solutions
for obtaining zonation maps of liver non-parenchymal cells. These approaches facilitate
global characterization of liver function with high spatial resolution along physiological and
pathological timescales.
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The liver is a multi-tasking organ, performing diverse
functions that are critical for maintaining physiological
homeostasis. Receiving blood that drains from the intestine, it dynamically controls the metabolite content of
the body by storing nutrients absorbed after a meal and
releasing them in a regulated manner between meals. In
its role as the glucostat of the body1, the liver is instrumental in maintaining constant blood glucose levels
throughout the day — during fasting periods, the organ
releases glucose to facilitate systemic glucose requirements but can rapidly shut down release and switch
to glucose storage upon feeding. In addition, the liver
performs elaborate detoxification processes, forming a
crucial line of defence against pathogens and xenobiotics, and has exocrine functions in bile acid production
and endocrine functions in the release of hormones. The
liver is also one of the main protein synthesis sites in the
body, producing a major proportion of the circulating
proteins in the blood, including albumin, complement
system proteins and blood clotting factors2.
These diverse liver functions are mostly performed by
hepatocytes, the parenchymal cells that constitute 80%
of the liver mass and 60% of its cell composition3. Liver
non-parenchymal cells (NPCs), namely, liver endothelial cells (LECs), hepatic stellate cells, biliary epithelial
cells (cholangiocytes), Kupffer cells and additional
immune cell populations, support hepatocyte function.
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Importantly, the liver is not a uniform mass of cells that
performs all the above functions equally. Rather, most
liver tasks are non-homogeneously carried out by different subsets of hepatocytes, a division of labour that
is linked to the anatomical structure of the liver. This
division of labour represents a fascinating example of
evolutionary optimization of function.
The liver consists of repeating anatomical units
termed liver lobules4 (Fig. 1). The lobules are hexagonal
shaped columns measuring ~0.5 mm in diameter in mice
and ~1 mm in humans5. Blood enters the lobules from
the corners, termed the portal nodes, and flows radially
inward towards a draining central vein through sinusoidal blood vessels. Hepatocytes are arranged in plates
spanning the radial lobule axis. These plates comprise
12–15 hepatocyte concentric layers in mice (Fig. 1). Bile
canaliculi transport bile acids secreted by the hepato
cytes outwards, in the opposite direction to blood flow,
into bile ductules at the portal nodes, from which they
are shuttled to the intestine (Fig. 1).
As a result of the polarized blood flow across the
lobule, the consumption and secretion of factors by
the upstream periportal hepatocytes shape the concentration gradients of these factors (Fig. 1). Thus, the function
of periportal hepatocytes modulates the microenvironment sensed by the downstream pericentral hepatocytes.
An example is the oxygen concentration across the lobule.
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Key points
• Hepatocytes residing along the lobule porto-central axis are exposed to different
microenvironments, resulting in spatial zonation of liver tasks.
• Single-cell technologies have enabled the reconstruction of zonation patterns for the
global hepatocyte transcriptome, revealing principles of liver tissue organization.
• Examples of optimal features of hepatocyte zonation include the assignment of
energetically demanding tasks to highly oxygenated zones, spatial recycling
of material and production line patterns.
• Sequencing pairs of hepatocytes and adjacent non-parenchymal cells enables
reconstruction of global zonation patterns of other liver cell types.
• Liver zonation can give rise to zonated patterns of liver pathologies.
• Zonation of gene expression is a prominent feature in other metabolic organs such as
the intestine and the kidney.

Approximately 75% of the afferent lobule blood is
venous blood that drains from the intestine, with only
25% of the perfusion originating from highly oxygenated
arterial blood6. Thus, oxygen can be a limiting factor for
hepatocytes. As blood flows inwards towards the central vein, hepatocytes respire, and oxygen concentrations decrease. Hepatocytes require oxygen to generate
the ATP needed for their many energetically demanding tasks. Particularly costly tasks include the continuous translation of secreted proteins and the process of
gluconeogenesis by which hepatocytes generate glucose
for secretion in the fasted state. Interestingly, periportal
hepatocytes seem to limit their respiration, thus preventing hypoxia of the pericentral hepatocytes7. Sinusoidal
oxygen tension decreases from 65 mmHg at the portal
layers to 30 mmHg in pericentral layers8. Considering
the additional drop of 10–20 mmHg from the sinusoids
to the hepatocytes, pericentral hepatocytes approach but
remain safely above hypoxia levels of ~2 mmHg (ref.9).
Pathological conditions that increase hepatocyte oxygen
consumption, such as increased alcohol consumption,
lead to pericentral hypoxia10. Thus, it seems that hepatocyte respiration is spatially fine-tuned to ensure maximal
energy yield for periportal hepatocytes while minimizing
risk to pericentral hepatocytes.
Hepatocyte respiration11 is one example of many liver
functions that are non-uniformly distributed along the
lobule radial axis, a phenomenon that has been termed
liver zonation. The topic of liver zonation has been
reviewed elsewhere in excellent publications2,3,12–15.
In this Review, we briefly describe some of the landmark
studies that identified and characterized liver zonation.
We then highlight spatial transcriptomics approaches
to characterize zonation of all liver genes, review
emerging design principles of zonation and discuss the
implications of zonation in liver disease.

Metabolic zonation in the liver
Observations of spatial heterogeneity in hepatocytes
were reported as early as the beginning of the 20th century. Kater16 identified graded depositions of glycogen
and fat, as well as changes in mitochondria morphology across the porto-central axis of the liver lobule in
several model animals. In a cytological study of the
mouse liver, Deane17 found that periportal hepatocytes contain larger mitochondria and have heavier
Golgi content, higher concentrations of bile granules,

more deposition of glycogen and less deposition of
fat than pericentral hepatocytes. She termed this phenomenon ‘zonation within the lobule’ and attributed
it to the graded oxygen and nutrients supplied to the
different lobule zones. Chiquoine18 identified a higher
abundance of glucose-6-phosphatase in the periportal
zone than in the pericentral zone. Jungermann and colleagues systematically investigated liver zonation in a
series of seminal studies1,19–23. They proposed the concept of metabolic zonation, whereby gluconeogenesis
is carried out by periportal hepatocytes and glycoly
sis is performed by pericentral ones. Their studies
established the functional division of labour of hepato
cytes in diverse liver tasks, including periportal oxidative metabolism, gluconeogenesis, ureagenesis,
β-oxidation of fatty acids, amino acid breakdown and
cholesterol biosynthesis, and pericentral glycolysis,
lipogenesis and alcohol detoxification23 (Fig. 1).
The early studies on liver zonation utilized histochemistry, immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization (ISH). Although these methods enabled qualitative
(and in some cases quantitative) measurements of lobule
features in the intact tissue, providing high spatial resolution, they were limited in sensitivity and specificity.
For example, the zonation patterns of albumin and other
plasma proteins remained inconclusive24. The digitonin–
collagenase perfusion method emerged as an alternative
approach that enabled the isolation of massive amounts
of cells enriched for periportal or pericentral hepatocytes25–28. In this method, the detergent digitonin is perfused to the liver in either an orthograde or a retrograde
direction to selectively damage periportal or pericentral hepatocytes, respectively. This process ensures the
enrichment of undamaged cells in the desired zone of
interest, which can then be dissociated using collagenase.
This technique validated some of the earlier findings that
were based on immunohistochemistry and revealed new
zonated features, such as the periportal enrichment of
albumin mRNA29. However, upscaling this approach
to whole-transcriptome measurement techniques was
required to obtain a global picture of liver zonation.

Whole-transcriptome view of liver zonation
Braeuning et al. generated the first global view of liver
zonation30. They used digitonin–collagenase perfusion
to isolate periportally and pericentrally enriched mouse
hepatocytes and measured the whole transcriptome
signature of these two populations using microarrays.
The high throughput and the increased sensitivity of
this approach refined the previous findings on metabolic zonation and uncovered zonation of hundreds of
hepatocyte genes.
Using laser-capture microdissection (LCM) to isolate pericentral and periportal hepatocytes followed by
microarray measurements, Saito and colleagues also
identified hundreds of genes differentially expressed
between periportal and pericentral mouse hepatocytes31. As with the digitonin–collagenase perfusion
method, spatial resolution using LCM was limited to
two zones owing to the difficulty in precisely defining
multiple lobule layers in tissue sections. In addition,
experimental noise and batch effects limit the sensitivity
www.nature.com/nrgastro
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Fig. 1 | Division of labour in the liver lobule. The liver is composed of hexagonal lobules. Portal triads consisting of a
hepatic artery (red), a portal vein (blue) and bile duct (green) are located at the lobule corners, also termed portal nodes.
Blood flows through radial sinusoids and drains into the central vein. Concentric layers of hepatocytes are positioned on
the axis between the central vein and the portal node. Liver non-parenchymal cells that support hepatocyte function,
such as Kupffer cells (light green), liver endothelial cells (LECs; blue and red) and hepatic stellate cells (purple) reside along
the lobule axis. Bile secreted from hepatocytes flows from the central to the portal zone through bile canaliculi that drain
into the bile duct. Blood flow and secreted morphogens give rise to a spatially graded microenvironment, resulting in
different functions assigned to different layers.

of microarray-based transcriptome measurements.
A transcriptome-wide zonation map with higher spatial
resolution thus requires other approaches.

Single-cell spatial transcriptomics
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) has emerged as
a powerful technology to characterize the complete transcriptomes of cells on a massive scale32–37. The technology has several variants but usually entails dissociation
of a tissue into single cells, cell lysis and mRNA capture
by poly-dT primers that contain a cell barcode, which
is a nucleotide sequence that enables mapping of each
mRNA molecule back to its original cell. Following RNA
capture, reverse transcription and amplification, mol
ecules from thousands of cells are pooled and sequenced
using next generation sequencing technology. The reads
are then mapped back to the original cells using the cell
barcode, yielding the complete transcriptome for thousands of cells in a single experiment. The precision of
Nature Reviews | Gastroenterology & Hepatology

scRNAseq is enhanced by the use of unique molecular
identifiers that label individual mRNA molecules before
they are reverse transcribed and amplified, thus preventing amplification biases and enabling the original number of individual mRNA molecules to be estimated38–41.
The ability to simultaneously sequence thousands of
cells and computationally cluster them into coherent
cell populations makes up for the low capture rate of
transcripts per cell (1–10%37,42,43).
scRNAseq requires the dissociation of tissues into
isolated cells, resulting in the complete loss of spatial
information. To identify spatial patterns of gene expression, the original tissue coordinates of the sequenced
cells need to be resolved. Assignment of cells to their
original tissue location can be performed on the basis of
a subset of landmark genes, for which spatial expression
patterns have already been characterized using other
approaches. Pioneering studies from the Marioni and
Regev laboratories used this approach to reconstruct
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a fluorescence microscope. These dots are counted to
yield a precise gene expression signature for selected
landmark genes in distinct lobule zones. Bahar Halpern
et al. used smFISH to map the zonation profiles of a
small set of six landmark genes in mouse liver sections
— the pericentrally zonated genes Glul and Cyp2e1 and
the periportally zonated genes Ass1, Asl, Alb and Cyp2f2
(ref.48) (Fig. 2). These genes were chosen on the basis of
previously identified zonation patterns and their high
expression levels (Box 1). The selection of landmark
genes with high expression levels ensured that each of
the sequenced hepatocytes would include molecules
from these six landmark genes even with the low capture
rate of 1–10% of the cellular transcripts that is typical of
scRNAseq. Additional considerations for the choice
of landmark gene sets are described in Box 1.
The ability of smFISH to resolve intermediate expression levels enabled the reconstruction of zonation maps
for these six landmark genes over nine concentric layers spanning the porto-central axis (Fig. 3). Next, Bahar
Halpern et al. performed scRNAseq of hepatocytes,
extracted by perfusing mouse livers, and developed a
computational algorithm to infer the original lobule
layer of each of the sequenced cells on the basis of the
scRNAseq expression of the six landmark genes48. For
each gene, expression was then averaged over the hundreds of cells assigned to each of the nine lobule layers to
produce zonation profiles for all hepatocyte genes (Fig. 3).
The predicted zonation profiles were comprehensively
validated by smFISH, establishing the accuracy of this
technique. This approach therefore enabled the generation of a global expression map of liver zonation with
high spatial resolution48.

Principles of liver zonation
The studies on hepatocyte zonation suggest several
principles of liver tissue organization (Fig. 4).
Fig. 2 | Zonation profiles of landmark genes using single-molecule fluorescence
in situ hybridization. The zonation of two pericentral genes, Glul (part a) and Cyp2e1
(part b), and two periportal genes, Ass1 (part c) and Alb (part d), in mouse liver is revealed
by single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization. White dots are individual transcripts,
and hepatocyte membranes are stained red with phalloidin. Precise quantification of the
zonation profiles of these and other landmark genes, together with single-cell RNA
sequencing of hepatocytes, facilitates global reconstruction of hepatocyte zonation48.
Parts a–d reproduced from ref.48, Springer Nature Limited.

spatial gene expression maps of embryos44,45. These
studies required a large landmark gene panel of dozens
of genes, which was obtained using traditional ISH.
Although ISH and immunofluorescence have been
applied in the liver, these techniques are limited in sensitivity and dynamic range46. The accurate spatial mapping
of dissociated single hepatocytes requires more precise
quantitative methods to characterize landmark genes.
Single-molecule fluorescence ISH (smFISH) is an
alternative to traditional ISH that enables measuring the
absolute numbers of mRNA molecules in cells in situ47.
This approach entails hybridizing tissue sections with
multiple singly labelled fluorescent probes designed to
be complementary to sequential parts of the mRNA of
interest. The local accumulation of these multiple probes
on single transcripts reveals them as bright spots under

Scope and patterns of liver zonation. Approximately
half the genes expressed in mouse hepatocytes are
zonated (~3,500 genes out of 7,000 are differentially
expressed along the lobule)48. With a few exceptions,
zonation of most genes is not binary but rather consists
of gradients of expression, often with a dynamic range of
less than twofold (Fig. 4a). Thus, the spatial division
of labour among hepatocytes seems to be a fuzzy assignment task, in which different hepatocytes distribute their
available resources between many tasks in a spatially
graded manner.
Zonation of energetically demanding tasks.
Energetically demanding tasks, such as protein secretion and gluconeogenesis, are preferentially assigned to
the highly oxygenated periportal lobule layers, where
hepatocytes can more readily generate ATP through
respiration (Fig. 4b). Such periportally zonated hepatocyte genes include the genes that encode secreted proteins such as albumin, complement system proteins
and blood clotting factors. Indeed, protein translation,
which is required for massive secretion, is one of the
most ATP-demanding tasks for cells49. Gluconeogenesis
is another energy-consuming hepatocyte task, requiring
www.nature.com/nrgastro
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more than 15% of liver ATP in a fasted state50, and its
periportal predominance is evidenced by the expression of the Pck1 gene, which encodes the gluconeogenic
enzyme phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1 (refs48,51).

Mid-lobule hepatocyte tasks. Previous studies of liver
zonation considered the mid-lobule layers, traditionally
termed zone 2 (ref.52), to be a transition zone between
periportal and pericentral zones. By contrast, the spatial

Box 1 | Considerations for choosing landmark genes
Spatial reconstruction of single cells is based on the premise that the
mRNA numbers of landmark genes can be used as molecular barcodes to
derive information on cellular location. The success of this approach
depends on the choice of the landmark gene panel. Here, we highlight
some important considerations when choosing landmark genes:

c | Intra-layer variability
An optimal landmark gene should have low variability in single cells from the
same zone to minimize layer misclassification. In the example shown in
the bottom panel, the cell could be misplaced in layer 4 instead of layer 6,
as the expression of this landmark gene is highly variable. In likelihood-based
algorithms, genes that display high variability can be assigned less weight48.

a | spatial resolution
The landmark gene panel should provide information on the entire spatial
unit that is interrogated. Consider spatial reconstruction of hepatocytes over
a lobule that is sub-divided into nine concentric layers on the basis of the
expression of a single landmark gene (LM). The gene in the top panel is highly
abundant in pericentral layer 1 and has expression that is close to 0 in layers
4–9. Hepatocytes classified on the basis of the single-cell expression values
of this gene would probably be correctly placed into layers 1–3, yet there is
not enough information to correctly place cells within layers 4–9. The gene in
the bottom panel, on the other hand, is also expressed pericentrally, yet
expression decreases gradually from layer 1 to layer 9. The expression levels
of this gene therefore provide more spatial information. Hepatocytes with
high expression are most likely to originate from layer 1, whereas hepatocytes
with intermediate expression levels are likely to derive from layers 4–5, and
hepatocytes with very low expression levels probably come from layer 9.

d | expression levels
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) captures ~1–10% of the transcripts
in a cell. This low yield poses a limit on the ability to correctly classify cells.
Sampling is a Poisson process that yields a standard deviation of mRNA
counts that equals the square root of the mean190. Consequently, the
relative standard deviation (standard deviation divided by the mean)
increases as the mean decreases. Therefore, the lower the mRNA transcript
counts, the noisier the data. As an example, consider a gene expressed at
100 copies per cell in periportal hepatocytes and 50 copies per cell in
pericentral hepatocytes (top panel). If the porto-central radial lobule
coordinate is the only factor that shapes gene expression, then the mRNA
counts in these cells would be Poisson-distributed (100 ± 10 versus ~50 ± 7).
Obtaining the full counts of mRNA molecules per cell for this gene should
make it quite straightforward to classify them. However, if a sample of only
b | number of landmark genes
10% of the transcripts in these cells is taken (bottom panel), the expression
Using multiple landmark genes provides more information on location than
levels would now be ~10 ± 3 copies for periportal hepatocytes and
using a single landmark gene. Spatial information can be gained by using
~5.0 ± 2.5 copies for pericentral hepatocytes. Importantly, although
both sharply zonated genes that peak in different lobule layers and genes
the average number of mRNA copies per cell decreased by tenfold, the
that are gradually zonated. Including more than one landmark gene can assist standard deviation scales as the square root of the mean and therefore
in determining the likelihood of cell positioning when landmark gene
decreases less. It would now be quite common to misclassify the spatial
expression values are ambiguous. In this example, a cell from layer 5 may be
location of the cells on the basis of this landmark gene. Thus, using highly
incorrectly assigned to layer 6 on the basis of LM1 expression level (top) and
expressed landmark genes increases the statistical power to identify
to layer 4 on the basis of LM2 expression level (bottom). When combining the cellular location. Alternatively, using more landmark genes can also reduce
information from both landmark genes, the cell location is correctly inferred. the uncertainty in classification.
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encode the hepcidin hormone that regulates systemic
iron levels. Additional examples include Igfbp2, encoding the protein IGFBP2 that binds insulin growth factors and modulates their binding properties. Thus, the

transcriptomics reconstruction48 revealed that several
important hepatocyte genes exhibit zonated expression
profiles that peak in these mid-lobule layers (Fig. 4c).
These genes include Hamp and Hamp2 (ref.53), which
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Fig. 3 | single-cell spatial reconstruction of hepatocyte transcriptomes using landmark genes. This strategy has been
used to obtain the zonated pattern of all hepatocyte genes48. Single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH)
is used to reveal mRNA expression levels in the intact tissue, enabling the zonation patterns of landmark genes (LM) to be
measured with a high spatial resolution. Next, the liver is dissociated into single hepatocytes that undergo single-cell RNA
sequencing (scRNAseq), revealing the complete transcriptome of thousands of hepatocytes. scRNAseq provides highthroughput expression levels for all genes but does not capture spatial information. The original lobule layer of each sequenced
hepatocyte is inferred on the basis of the expression levels of the landmark genes. For example, cell A has high levels of the
pericentral LM1 gene (orange) and low levels of the periportal LM2 gene (green). Hence, cell A is assigned to pericentral layer 1.
Conversely, cell B has low levels of LM1 and high levels of LM2 and is therefore assigned to periportal layer 9. Next, the
hepatocytes are grouped by their lobule layer of origin, and the mean expression level of each gene in each layer is calculated.
This analysis enables zonation patterns for the whole hepatocyte transcriptome to be inferred. Note that lobule layers are
enumerated from the most pericentral layer (layer 1, traditionally termed zone 3 (ref.52)) to the most periportal layer (layer 9,
traditionally termed zone 1 (ref.52)). This enumeration scheme highlights the importance of the central vein as a signalling hub
that largely shapes hepatocyte zonation. CV, central vein; PN, portal node. Adapted from ref.48, Springer Nature Limited.
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albumin, are assigned to the more highly oxygenated periportal layers, where hepatocytes can obtain a higher ATP yield
(left panel). Single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) for albumin mRNA shows a periportal zonation
pattern (right panel). c | Specific hepatocyte tasks are enriched in the mid-lobule layers, for example, expression of Hamp,
which encodes the iron regulator hormone hepcidin. d | Sequential enzymes in a metabolic pathway are expressed in
sequential lobule layers. This production line pattern could indicate that metabolite intermediates are transferred from one
hepatocyte layer to the next. One such example is the neutral bile acid biosynthesis pathway, in which sequential enzymes
peak in expression in sequential layers in line with the central–portal bile acid secretion direction. e | Spatial recycling and
segregation of opposing tasks. In the glutamine–glutamate homeostasis example shown, periportal hepatocytes take up
glutamine and ammonia and excrete urea and glutamate (green box), whereas the most pericentral hepatocytes recycle the
glutamate back to glutamine (orange box). The smFISH image shows the distribution of Ass1 mRNA (green), which encodes
argininosuccinate synthase, a key enzyme in the urea cycle, and Glul mRNA (orange), encoding glutamine synthetase in the
most pericentral layer. f | The properties of enzymes and transporters expressed along the liver lobule are matched to ligand
concentrations. Transporters or enzymes with high turnover rates yet low affinities (red) are assigned to periportal layers,
where input ligand concentrations are higher. Transporters or enzymes with high affinity and low turnover rates (yellow) are
assigned to pericentral layers, in which the ligand concentrations have already been reduced owing to their uptake by
upstream periportal hepatocytes. In an example of this zonation pattern, GLUT1, a high-affinity transporter for glucose,
is expressed pericentrally, whereas GLUT2, which has high turnover and low glucose affinity, is expressed periportally.
CV, central vein; PN, portal node. Part e reproduced from ref.48, Springer Nature Limited.
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mid-lobule layers are not simple transition zones but
rather have prescribed functions.
Production line patterns. The high spatial resolution
of the liver zonation map48 revealed examples of spatially distributed metabolic cascades. In these examples,
sequential enzymes in a metabolic cascade are expressed
in sequential lobule layers, hinting at potential production
line patterns in which intermediate metabolites might be
transferred from one cell layer to the next (Fig. 4d). An
example of this process is the neutral bile acid biosynthesis cascade. One of the main hepatocyte tasks is the
production of bile acids2, which are secreted into the bile
canaliculi and drained into the intestine, where they assist
in lipid absorption. The pericentrally localized neutral
bile acid biosynthesis cascade consists of uptake of cholesterol from the blood and its conversion into bile acids,
either cholic acid or chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA)54,55,
through a series of enzymatic steps. Interestingly,
although the first two enzymes in the cholic acid production cascade, CYP7A1 and HSD3B7, are expressed at the
highest levels in layer 1 (the most pericentral layer),
the next enzyme in the cascade, CYP8B1, is downregulated
in layer 1 and has peak expression in layer 2. This pattern
could indicate that products of the two first enzymatic
steps are transferred, either through gap junctions, the
bile canaliculi or the space of Disse, to be taken up by
the layer 2 hepatocytes that carry out the next enzymatic
step in the cascade48. In addition to CYP7A1, the expression
of key enzymes, such as CYP3A11, that convert CDCA
to muricholic bile acids56 also peaks at layer 1 (ref.48).
The zonation profiles of these enzymes might therefore
alternatively indicate increased production of CDCA in
layer 1 and cholic acid in layer 2. Proving production line
hypotheses requires zonation patterns of metabolites to
be generated, a challenge described later.
Additional examples of production line patterns
include the secretion of insulin growth factors. IGF1 is
expressed by periportal hepatocytes and secreted into the
sinusoids, whereas IGFBP2, a binding factor of IGF1 that
affects its systemic binding properties, is expressed by
mid-lobule hepatocytes, downstream along the direction
of blood flow48. The functional advantages of production
line patterns over an alternative strategy of correlated
levels of expression of all enzymes in a metabolic cascade
by the same hepatocyte remain to be resolved.
Spatial recycling. Liver zonation includes examples of
spatial recycling, in which metabolites produced by peri
portal hepatocytes, such as glucose and glutamate, are
taken up by pericentral hepatocytes. As the glucostat of
the body, the liver utilizes glucose mainly for storage as
glycogen, rather than for cellular energy production, and
dynamically shifts between glucose release and uptake.
During fasted states, when systemic glucose levels are
low, both periportal and pericentral hepatocytes release
glucose19,20. Following a meal, when blood glucose levels
are high, these hepatocytes shift to glucose uptake and
rebuild their glycogen stores. Interestingly, at intermediate glucose levels, it has been suggested that periportal
hepatocytes release glucose while pericentral hepatocytes
uptake glucose57. Indeed, expression of G6pc, encoding

glucose-6-phosphatase, a major enzyme involved in
hepatic glucose output, is periportally zonated, whereas
expression of Gck, encoding the enzyme glucokinase
that is essential for detainment of cellular glucose
via its phosphorylation, is pericentrally zonated48,58.
In these intermediate metabolic states, recycling of
glucose by pericentral hepatocytes might enable rapid
responses to acute reductions in blood glucose concen
trations. In these instances, cessation of glucose uptake
by pericentral hepatocytes would lead to rapid elevation
of the hepatic glucose output, as periportal hepatocytes
are already in glucose output mode57.
A second example of spatial recycling is the periportal expression of Gls2, which encodes the enzyme glutaminase 2 that converts glutamine to glutamate, and
the pericentral expression of Glul, encoding glutamine
synthetase, which reconverts glutamate into glutamine.
Glutamate breakdown is required for the hepatocyte urea cycle, one of the main hepatocyte tasks59–63.
The urea cycle is a mechanism to remove ammonia, a
toxic molecule that is constantly produced by the body as
a result of protein breakdown. By consuming glutamine
from the blood, the periportal hepatocytes are able to
convert ammonia into urea while generating glutamate
as a by-product (Fig. 4e). Both urea and glutamate are
released into the sinusoids and accumulate as blood
flows pericentrally59. However, whereas the kidneys
eventually excrete urea, glutamine must be recycled
to maintain the amino acid balance of glutamate and
glutamine. Indeed, the pericentral layer of hepatocytes
specifically expresses glutamine synthetase 61, efficiently converting the accumulated glutamate back to
glutamine. The intercellular glutamine cycle has other
physiological effects, such as control of blood pH64.
Spatial segregation of opposing tasks. The liver carries
out several antagonistic tasks implemented by catabolic
and anabolic enzymes. Examples include the production of glucose by gluconeogenesis and its consumption
via glycolysis; the oxidative break down of fatty acids
and lipid biosynthesis; the hydrolysis of glutamine
to glutamate and the inverse synthesis of glutamine from
glutamate; and the production and consumption of cholesterol. Expressing enzymes carrying these opposing processes within the same cell could result in futile cycles23,63.
Instead, the key enzymes associated with these antagonistic processes seem to be inversely zonated: gluconeogenesis, glutamine breakdown and cholesterol biosynthesis
are periportally zonated, whereas glycolysis, glutamine
synthesis and cholesterol consumption via bile acid
biosynthesis are pericentrally zonated (Fig. 1). β-Oxidation
and lipid biosynthesis have also been traditionally considered to be spatially segregated, with β-oxidation being
carried out in periportal regions and lipid biosynthesis
being performed pericentrally. However, some studies
support a periportal predominance of both processes65.
Zonation of transporters. The consumption and production of nutrients and hormones by hepatocytes along
the porto-central lobule axis create gradients of these
factors12. In pericentral regions, the concentrations of
substrates consumed by hepatocytes decrease while the
www.nature.com/nrgastro
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concentrations of products increase. Many nutrients are
substrates for several cellular transporters that differ in
their properties, specifically their affinity and maximal
transport rate (or turnover number66). A high-affinity
transporter can facilitate transport of its cognate nutrient into the cell even if the nutrient is found at very low
concentrations but could have a lower maximal transport rate when the concentrations of the nutrient are
high. Conversely, high-turnover transporters with low
affinities would be less efficient in transport of nutrients
present at low concentrations (Fig. 4f).
The spatial transcriptomics liver zonation map48
indicates that the low-affinity high-turnover glucose
transporter GLUT2 is predominantly expressed more
highly in periportal hepatocytes, whereas the highaffinity low-turnover glucose transporter GLUT1 (ref.67)
is expressed more highly in pericentral hepatocytes.
Periportal GLUT2 expression would facilitate more
efficient uptake of glucose during a meal, as periportal
glucose concentrations are higher than pericentral glucose concentrations57. As blood flows pericentrally,
glucose levels decrease owing to hepatocyte uptake, and
hepatocytes shift to the expression of GLUT1, which
more efficiently transports glucose at low concentrations. The pericentral expression of GLUT1 also ensures
a constant slow uptake of glucose in pericentral hepatocytes in all metabolic states, independent of the precise
sinusoidal glucose concentrations.
The process of ammonia detoxification described
earlier (Fig. 4e) is another example of assignment of processes that match ligand concentrations. In addition to its
role in reconverting glutamate to glutamine to counterbalance its periportal breakdown, the pericentral process
of glutamine synthesis is also a high-affinity ammonia
detoxification mechanism, operating more efficiently
than the urea cycle when ammonia concentrations are
low59,64,68. Consequently, conducting glutamine synthesis pericentrally is optimal for scavenging the remaining
ammonia molecules that escaped detoxification from the
periportal zones.

Zonation of liver non-parenchymal cells
All liver functions described thus far are carried out by
hepatocytes. Although hepatocytes are the main cell type
in the liver, ~40% of hepatic cells are NPCs3. These cells
predominantly include LECs, hepatic stellate cells, cholangiocytes, Kupffer cells and diverse additional immune
cell types (Fig. 1). Many of these cell types are static and
are thus exposed to the same spatial gradients as the
hepatocytes. It is thus important to understand whether
they also exhibit spatial functional heterogeneity. LECs
make up ~50% of the NPCs. These cells form the blood
vessels, clear endotoxins, bacteria and other compounds,
regulate host immune responses to pathogens, present
antigens and secrete morphogens that shape hepatocyte
gene expression69–72. Of particular note is the layer of
pericentral LECs that produce WNT ligands and RSPO3,
key morphogens that shape hepatocyte zonation73–75.
Spatial reconstruction of LEC gene expression
using landmark genes is challenging, as LECs are much
smaller than hepatocytes. Whereas hepatocytes contain
~700,000 mRNA molecules48, a typical LEC contains
Nature Reviews | Gastroenterology & Hepatology

only ~30,000 mRNA molecules76. With the low capture
rate of 1–10% of the cellular transcripts associated with
scRNAseq43, each sequenced LEC will therefore contain
only several hundred individual transcripts. Because
these transcripts are derived from several thousands
of genes expressed by these cells, most LEC-expressed
genes will have zero reads in any individual sequenced
cell. Thus, whereas six highly expressed landmark
genes were sufficient for inferring the spatial location
of hepatocytes, dozens of LEC landmark genes would
be required to facilitate similar spatial reconstructions
of LECs.
To overcome this limitation, Bahar Halpern et al.
developed an approach termed paired-cell RNA
sequencing (pcRNAseq76) (Fig. 5). They sub-optimally
dissociated liver tissue to yield pairs of cells that were
originally attached within the tissue. They next sorted
hepatocytes on the basis of size and selected cells that
were positive for CD31, an LEC surface marker. The
resulting sorted pairs mostly consisted of a single hepatocyte and an attached LEC. The transcriptomes of thousands of such pairs were subsequently sequenced, and
each pair of cells could then be localized along the lobule
axis on the basis of the expression of hepatocyte genes.
Next, genes that were expressed exclusively in LECs
were determined from scRNAseq data of hepatocytes
and LECs, and the zonation profiles of these LEC genes
could be determined from the spatially localized pairs.
The spatial reconstruction indicated that LECs are
also highly zonated, with more than 30% of their genes
expressed in a spatially heterogeneous manner. The LEC
zonation reconstruction exposed the expression signature of the pericentral LECs that, in addition to expressing the WNT signalling ligands Wnt2, Wnt9b and Rspo3,
also expressed Dkk3, a WNT modulator that is expressed
in a subset of pericentral LECs. Thus, the pericentral
endothelial niche consists of subpopulations that jointly
shape the pericentral morphogenetic fields.
pcRNAseq is a generic approach that can be used to
uncover zonation patterns of other liver NPCs. Kupffer
cells, the liver-resident macrophages, have critical roles
such as phagocytosis of red blood cells and bacterial
engulfment. Previous work using immunohistochemistry and digitonin–collagenase perfusion isolation
suggested that these NPCs might also be spatially hetero
geneous77; however, a global zonation map of Kupffer
cells has not yet been attained. Such a map could resolve
potential sub-specialization of Kupffer cells at different lobule layers. Another natural candidate for spatial
reconstruction using pcRNAseq is the hepatic stellate
cell, a vitamin A-storing cell that is activated by liver damage, resulting in dramatic phenotypic changes including
the secretion of extracellular matrix78,79. pcRNAseq
could resolve zone-dependent expression patterns and
activation of these NPCs in pathological states.

Regulation of hepatocyte zonation
Hepatocyte gene expression is shaped by diverse external
inputs, including concentrations of metabolic hormones
(such as insulin and glucagon), oxygen, nutrients and
morphogens. As these factors are consumed and/or
degraded by hepatocytes, they often exhibit gradients
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of concentrations along the lobule axis, potentially
explaining liver zonation patterns.
WNT morphogens are secreted from LECs that line
the central vein and diffuse periportally as their levels
decrease owing to degradation73. These morphogens,
particularly WNT2 and WNT9B produced by pericentral LECs73,76,80, seem to be particularly important for
shaping liver zonation6,15,81,82. Upon binding of WNT
morphogens to hepatocyte receptors, an intracellular signalling cascade elicits stabilization and nuclear
translocation of β-catenin, resulting in transcriptional
induction and repression of a wide range of target genes6.
Approximately one-third of the ~3,500 zonated hepato
cyte genes are WNT targets and exhibit an expression
pattern that is consistent with WNT regulation —
WNT-activated genes are mostly pericentrally zonated,
whereas WNT-repressed genes are mostly periportally
zonated48. Mutant mouse models in which hepatic WNT
signalling is enhanced exhibit increased expression
of pericentral genes in periportal zones and reduced
levels of expression of periportal genes, whereas inactiv
ation of the WNT signalling pathway changes pericentral
expression patterns into periportal-like expression patterns80,82–84. R-spondin is another morphogen produced
by pericentral endothelial cells that potentiates WNT
signalling and seems to be an important determinant
of hepatocyte zonation74,75,85. Liver-specific deletion of
RSPO3, although not affecting WNT2 and WNT9B levels, resulted in the downregulation of WNT canonical
targets — AXIN2 and LGR5, as well as centrally zonated
genes such as Glul, Cyp7a1 and Oat — and upregulation
of periportal genes, such as Cyp2f2, Cdh1 and Hsd17
(ref. 85) . Similar results were observed in mice with

liver-specific double deletion of the R-spondin receptors
LGR5 and LGR4 (ref.75). Studies published in the past
few years have suggested that Hedgehog morphogens
might also shape hepatocyte zonation14,86.
Several studies established the role of oxygen in modu
lating hepatocyte zonation8,9,87,88. Exposing cultured
hepatocytes to low oxygen tension induced the expression
of pericentral genes, whereas high oxygen tension induced
periportal genes87,88. Additionally, hypoxia-induced genes
are expressed more strongly in the pericentral zones,
consistent with the pericentrally decreasing concentration of oxygen48. Hypoxia-induced factor 1 (HIF1) is a
transcription factor regulating pericentral genes, such as
Slc2a1, which encodes GLUT1 (ref.48). Upon low oxygen
availability, HIF1 subunits are stabilized, heterodimerize and translocate into the nucleus, where they bind
hypoxia-response elements on target genes8,89. HIF1 has
also been found to directly interact with β-catenin90,91,
in agreement with pericentral regulation.
The pancreatic hormones glucagon and insulin are
important blood-borne factors that shape liver zonation.
These antagonistic hormones are differentially degraded
by hepatocytes as blood flows pericentrally, yielding a
higher ratio of glucagon to insulin in periportal regions
than pericentral regions2. A study published in 2018
showed that glucagon counteracts β-catenin activity by
inducing periportal gene expression and that glucagon
knockout mice have reduced expression of periportal
genes92. Pituitary-dependent signals mediated by growth
hormone and thyroid hormone regulate sex-specific
liver cytochrome P450 enzymes that hydroxylate steroid
hormones, among other substrates93. This regulation is
evidenced by the periportal induction of the expression
www.nature.com/nrgastro
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of these enzymes after hypophysectomy in male and
female rats94.
The picture depicted here of hepatocyte zonation
regulation by spatially graded extrinsic inputs assumes
that all hepatocytes are essentially identical cell types.
Under this premise, if a pericentral hepatocyte was
transferred to the periportal zone, it would exhibit the
same gene expression patterns as the surrounding periportal cells. An alternative hypothesis for liver zonation
posits that hepatocytes at different zones might carry
different epigenetic features such as DNA methylations
or chromosomal conformations. These features change
over longer timescales than signals from the local tissue
milieu and are often the defining features of a cell type,
as they dictate the cellular response to specific inputs95,96.
Indeed, a study published in 2018 revealed differences
in methylation patterns between periportal and pericentral human hepatocytes, which correlated with zonated
gene expression97. Systematic characterization of the
epigenetic features of zonal hepatocytes would lead to a
deeper understanding of their zonal identities.

Liver zonation in pathological states
Liver pathologies often exhibit zonated patterns that can
be attributed to the functional zonation of hepatocytes.
An example is the pericentral damage associated with
drug-induced liver injury. The pericentral expression
of P450 enzymes results in increased exposure of the
expressing hepatocytes to toxic intermediates that accumulate when an input drug is overdosed. CYP2E1 and
CYP1A2 are P450 enzymes that convert acetaminophen
(also known as paracetamol or APAP) into the toxic
intermediate N-acetyl-p-benzoquinoneimine (NAPQI),
which is in turn converted by glutathione transferases
into a stable metabolite that is excreted98–101. Consistent
with the pericentral zonation of CYP2E1 and CYP1A2,
an overdose of APAP gives rise to pericentral damage101.
Conversely, the anticancer drug doxorubicin can lead to
liver damage, predominately in the periportal zones. This
zonated hepatotoxicity is attributed to the redox cycling of
the drug in the more oxygenated portal zones102. Different
compounds and xenobiotics can lead to either pericentral or periportal damage. Compounds damaging the
pericentral layers include carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)103
and ethanol104, and compounds damaging the periportal
layers include galactosamine105 and allyl alcohol106 (Box 2).
Fatty liver disease is a common liver pathology that
progresses in a zonated manner. The course of fatty liver
disease begins with the accumulation of lipid droplets,
causing steatosis, which in turn can lead to cirrhosis
and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)107. The increased
expression of lipogenesis genes and reduced expression
of fatty acid β-oxidation genes in pericentral hepatocytes
(Fig. 1) suggest that lipid accumulation might be faster in
this zone than in periportal regions in pathological conditions. Indeed, in rat models of ethanol intoxication, the
accumulation of lipid droplets, together with changes in
mitochondrial morphology, is first observed in the pericentral zone before spreading into the periportal zone as
the disease progresses108. This pericentral damage has
been hypothesized to be associated with the reactive
oxygen species generated by spontaneous fluctuations in
Nature Reviews | Gastroenterology & Hepatology

blood flow that lead to transient pericentral ischaemia109.
Similar pericentral zonation patterns were observed in
human patients with nonalcoholic or alcoholic fatty liver
disease107,110. Nevertheless, periportal predominance of
fat accumulation has also been observed, for instance,
in mice fed methionine and a choline-deficient high-fat
diet111. In paediatric patients, steatosis is typically azonal
or panacinar, whereas pericentral fibrosis zonation is
similar to that seen in adults112.
The liver is a central organ in the progression of
malaria infection. The blood-borne Plasmodium para
sites infect hepatocytes, in which they replicate and
develop into merozoites. This liver stage precedes and is
necessary for the release of the parasite into the bloodstream, where it commences the pathological stage113.
Parasite replication has been suggested to be more efficient in pericentral hepatocytes, presumably owing to
optimal oxygen tension for liver-stage malaria infection114. The distinct cellular states of zonal hepatocytes in
terms of oxygen levels, metabolite content and exposure
owing to location along the sinusoids suggest that the
liver-specific HBVs and HCVs115,116 might also exhibit
zonal hepatocyte infection properties117.
Autoimmune hepatitis seems to be more common
in periportal hepatocytes118,119. This zonal preference
could be related to an enhanced inflammatory cytokine
response brought about by the increased blood flow
rate and oxygen consumption in the periportal zone120.
Another autoimmune-related pathology that manifests
predominantly in the portal layers is primary biliary
cirrhosis117. This chronic disease is characterized by
bile duct destruction and portal inflammation, which
can lead to cirrhosis and liver failure. At early stages
of primary biliary cirrhosis, inflammation with mainly
lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates is observed in the portal
tract and gives rise to portal bile duct destruction121,122.
As in autoimmune hepatitis, the increased blood flow
in the portal layers might render this zone vulnerable to
infiltrating immune cells. The functional heterogeneity
of hepatocytes along the lobule radial axis could also
translate into differences in the accumulation of mutations and lesions123–125. In turn, these differences could
result in zonal patterns of oncogenic transformation. The
detection of HCC usually occurs at an advanced stage,
Box 2 | Liver zonation in pathological states
pericentral predominance
• Drugs and compounds
-- Acetominophen101
-- Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)103
-- Ethanol104
• Fatty liver disease107
• Plasmodium parasite infection (malaria)114
periportal predominance
• Drugs and compounds
-- Doxorubicin102
-- Galactosamine105
-- Allyl alcohol106
• Autoimmune hepatitis118
• Primary biliary cirrhosis121
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when tumour size is too large to identify sub-lobular
patterns. An outstanding challenge is to characterize
the preferential cell of origin for this disease in different
HCC aetiologies — be it a pericentral, periportal or midzonal hepatocyte126,127. Box 2 summarizes the different
susceptibilities of the zones to the various pathologies.

Outlook
Decades of studies into liver zonation have revealed the
global transcriptional zonation patterns and key regulatory mechanisms that shape this spatial variability. In
this section, we describe some of the future challenges
in the field.
Other sources of hepatocyte variability. The patterns
of liver zonation described thus far considered a simplified 1D porto-central axis as the sole spatial determinant
of hepatocyte molecular identity. In fact, the liver lobule
has a more complex 3D polyhedral shape4,5. Blood-borne
factors or morphogenetic signals flowing or diffusing
from the portal nodes can generate variability in hepato
cytes that are equidistant from the central vein depending on whether they are close to or far from the lobule
corners. Thus, for example, layer 8 hepatocytes (Fig. 3)
would consist of a mixture of subpopulations of hepato
cytes that might be molecularly distinct depending on
their distance from the portal nodes. Similarly, gradients
perpendicular to the porto-central lobule plain128 could
generate additional variability. Future spatial reconstructions would uncover the importance of these additional
spatial sources of liver heterogeneity.
Another ubiquitous source of liver heterogeneity
is hepatocyte polyploidy. Unlike most tissues, in
which the majority of cells are mononucleated diploid
cells, hepatocytes can have either one or two nuclei,
each carrying two, four, eight or even more copies
of each chromosome129,130. The functional importance of
hepatocyte polyploidy is unclear. A tetraploid hepatocyte
has twice the volume of a diploid hepatocyte, as well as
twice the genetic material, and therefore, if transcriptional regulatory mechanisms were identical between
these ploidy classes, cellular mRNA concentrations
would also be identical51. Alternatively, distinct regulation of genes in hepatocytes of different ploidy classes
might yield more optimal liver function. For example,
the increased volume to surface area ratio of polyploid
hepatocytes might make them more efficient at performing energetically demanding tasks. Notably, hepatocyte
polyploidy is also zonated, proceeding more rapidly in
the mid-lobule layers than in pericentral or periportal
regions as mice age131,132. Consequently, teasing out the
effect of polyploidy on hepatocyte molecular identity
requires the zonation of hepatocytes to be taken into
account. Single-cell transcriptomics are well-suited to
explore the combined effect of zonation and polyploidy
on the hepatocyte cell state48.
The liver has a remarkable regenerative capacity133,134.
Although all hepatocytes have the capacity to proliferate
upon damage, studies published in the past few years
have revealed distinct subpopulations of pericentral73 or
periportal135–137 hepatocytes that preferentially generate
new hepatocytes during homeostasis or regeneration.

Exploring the mechanisms that yield hepatocyte regenerative heterogeneity would be critical for cell-based
therapy approaches138.
Interactions between hepatocytes and specific subsets
of liver NPCs could yield additional hepatocyte variability. For example, Kupffer cells that encounter bacterial
products from the gut release cytokines and other factors
that can induce specific gene expression programmes in
neighbouring hepatocytes139. Single-cell and paired-cell
RNA sequencing studies could reveal the molecular circuitries that mediate these and other crosstalk between
hepatocytes and zonated NPCs76.
Zonation of features beyond mRNA. To comprehensively characterize the functional heterogeneity of
hepatocytes, it is critical to obtain high-resolution spatial maps for cellular properties other than mRNA, such
as DNA methylation patterns, chromosomal conformations and chromatin modifications, proteomes and
metabolomes. Although single-cell omics technologies
for measuring these features are rapidly advancing140–144,
they still lag behind single-cell transcriptomics in terms
of sensitivities.
Alternative approaches to single-cell measurements
that can provide information on spatial location for
these cellular properties entail the isolation of large
populations of cells in a spatially stratified manner, for
instance, via LCM145–147 or fluorescence-activated cell
sorting using zonated surface markers. Building on the
spatial transcriptomics atlas of the liver, Ben-Moshe
et al.148 utilized the combined expression of the pericentral surface marker CD73 and the periportal surface
marker E-cadherin to sort hundreds of thousands of
hepatocytes from eight distinct lobule layers. They then
used mass spectrometry proteomics149 and microRNA
microarrays to characterize the zonation of hepatocyte
proteins and microRNA. This generic approach facilitates a broad range of additional measurements, such
as assays for transposase-accessible chromatin sequen
cing (ATAC-seq)150, reduced-representation bisulfite
sequencing (RRBS)151 and Hi-C152,153, thus exposing the
spatial variability of these additional features.
In situ technologies such as matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry
imaging have been used to measure large panels of
metabolites154–156 and revealed zonated patterns of lipid
accumulation in mice brains and livers157–159 and could be
applied to investigate the zonation of other liver metabolites. Imaging mass cytometry is another approach for
obtaining the protein levels of dozens of genes simultaneously with subcellular spatial resolution160–162. Applying
these approaches to the liver will provide a deeper understanding of the essence of the hepatocyte cell type and
will also be instrumental in constructing computational
models of liver metabolic activity163–165.
Dynamic zonation along physiological processes.
The liver is not only spatially heterogeneous; hepatic
gene expression also varies over time. The expression
of ~25% of liver genes dynamically changes in a circadian manner to match the metabolic requirements of
the body166–170. These studies on circadian rhythms were
www.nature.com/nrgastro
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Fig. 6 | spatial heterogeneity in other metabolic tissues. a | The intestinal epithelium is composed of repeating
crypt–villus units. Moor at al. uncovered marked zonation of enterocyte gene expression, with more than 80% of the
enterocyte genes differentially expressed along the villus axis146. Distinct zones along the villus specialize in absorption
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forming the functional unit of the kidney. Different genes exhibit spatially graded expression along the nephron axis184–186.

performed using bulk measurements of liver cells and
lacked spatial resolution. An open question is whether
gene expression in all lobule zones oscillates in a coherent manner, or whether individual zones exhibit circadian oscillations and other zones are less responsive. In
addition to circadian rhythms, fasting and feeding also
modulate hepatocyte gene expression. To control for this
temporal metabolic variability, the spatial transcriptomics study by Bahar Halpern et al.48 was performed using
fasted mice. Similar landmark gene-based spatial reconstruction at different time points around the clock, as
well as in fasted or fed mice, could reveal spatiotemporal
zonation patterns.
Zonation in the human liver. Most studies on liver zonation have been performed in mice and other rodents.
As a consequence, much less is known about spatial
heterogeneity in the human liver. Although some genes
have been shown to be zonated in humans and rodents
alike147,171, there are also notable differences60,172–174.
Analysis of the human liver presents several challenges175.
Unlike model animals that can be sacrificed under a
controlled physiological state and in which tissue can be
immediately processed, available human liver tissues are
generally under non-physiological states. These tissues
Nature Reviews | Gastroenterology & Hepatology

include samples from deceased donors that have
undergone an ischaemic period or from diseased livers
obtained during surgery, which often entails xenobiotic
exposure. Factors such as these can dramatically modulate liver gene expression176. Another challenge for reconstructing zonation maps in humans is the much higher
inter-individual variability in liver gene expression than
that seen with mice. This variability can be attributed,
among other factors, to genetics, sex, age, adiposity and
metabolic states. Reconstructing a global high-resolution
spatial expression map of the human liver would reveal
principles governing division of labour and could expose
differential susceptibilities of zonal hepatocytes to a range
of pathological perturbations.
Zonation in other tissues. The principle of spatial
division of labour for optimizing tissue function is not
unique to the liver and seems to be relevant to other
metabolic tissues such as the intestine, pancreas and
kidney (Fig. 6). The intestinal epithelium consists of
repeating crypt–villus units that exhibit gradients
of morphogens and oxygen177, as well as potential spatial
gradients of nutrients and bacterial content178. Using
spatially resolved single-cell transcriptomics, Moor
et al. uncovered broad zonation of enterocyte function
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along the villus axis, with zonated expression of key
nutrient transporters and antibacterial expression programmes146. Antimicrobial peptides are specifically
produced by enterocytes at the lower villus zones,
potentially to create a sterile microenvironment in the
adjacent intestinal crypts that harbour the long-lived tissue stem cells. Amino acid and carbohydrate absorption
processes, which require cellular ATP, are allocated to
the lower-to-mid villus zones, where oxygen concentrations are higher. By contrast, lipids, which can freely diffuse into enterocytes, are preferentially absorbed at the
villus tips, a more hypoxic area with less available ATP146.
The pancreas is another metabolic organ with potential sources of variability. Pancreatic islets, harbouring
endocrine cells, are surrounded by exocrine acinar
cells. Local signals secreted from the islets might generate zonated gene expression in the surrounding acinar
cells179. Another tissue in which spatial division of labour
might be relevant is the kidney nephron, which essentially possesses a 1D structure with ubiquitous gradients
of function. Different cell types are positioned along the
nephron axis, and several metabolic processes have been
shown to be spatially heterogeneous18,180–183. Lee et al.184
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